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DART PORTABLE ALERT SYSTEM
The Dart ( Diaz Alert Relay Transmitter )

 Portable Dart box inclusive rechargeable battery
 Antenna: 360 degree
 Push button
 Worker alert module such as a bracelet, a � ash led 

      helmet or sound on head set

The Dart box with antenna could be carried by the supervisor on his belt, attached 
to the safety vest or in a back pack with the antenna attached to it.

The Dart, using the PreAcc EM-5tec, is a device that makes it possible to alert 
workers via a portable system carried by a supervisor, who could move to any place 
he considers necessary for optimum control/safety of the workers. The workers  
present in the work zone are alerted for an upcoming dangerous situation such 
as an approaching vehicle like a truck, train, crane, or even object e.g. load under 
overhead crane by the supervisor by activating the Dart pushbutton. The supervisor 
could change the work zone / alert zone distance at any time by means of dip 
switches on the Dart box.

The Dart box communicates with a personal alert module (that is integrated into 
various PPE’s such as vibrating bracelet , LED light on a helmet, sound buzzer or 
head set. The advantage of such alert mechanism is that an alert can be transmitted 
to the worker despite heavy surrounding noises and other environmental elements

Alert the worker for approaching vehicle :
When pressing a button the supervisor, carrying the Dart, will generate a warning 
signal meaning “vehicle approaching” and the worker’s personal alert module e.g. a 
bracelet will vibrate strongly, or helmet LED’s will blink , etc.

Alerting the worker who accidently walk outside the work zone :
The Dart will generate a signal (EM � eld) all the time (pulses of RF) so that workers 
wearing an alert module are automatically warned when they step outside the work 
zone range. The “out of zone alert” module will analyze signal received power levels 
and calculate its distance to the Dart box. If too far away from the Dart box, the 
alert module warns the worker. However, very important is that still the workers 
can receive the “vehicle approaching alert” even if the workers are outside the work 
zone.

Work zone
The Dart can be programmed (adjusted) for zone size of work zones by means of 
dip switches at 20, 30, 40, 50 meters (up to 100 meters upon request) and could be 
set on a case by case basis by the supervisor. It is not necessary to reprogram the 
personal alert modules, like bracelets when changing work zone size.

Independent
PreAcc applies a low frequency RF band that is not a� ected by humans, trees, snow, 
fog, smog, dirt, etc, hence the EM � eld will be uniform which helps the precision.
Although Dart could be part of a system network , it does not depend on such 
network to function as it works independently and as a result, free of network hick- 
ups and failures, as well that privacy is protected.

The Dart box with antenna could be carried by the supervisor on his belt, attached 
to the safety vest or in a back pack with the antenna attached to it.
The Dart box with antenna could be carried by the supervisor on his belt, attached 

The Dart ( Diaz Alert Relay Transmitter )
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Speci� cations
Dart:
  The Dart can be programmed (adjusted) for zone size of work zones with dip                     
  switches 20, 30, 40, 50 meter (up to 100 meter upon request). Normally 25 meter 
  is set default value, but could be changed by the operator on a case by case basis

  Rechargeable battery included in the Dart box:
  - 3 days life time if also workers in -and outside  work zone should be alerted. 
  - Weeks to months life time when there is no need to alert out of zone      
 workers, 

Personal alert modules:
with power alert applicable to bracelets (vibration) , helmets (led � ash light) and 
head sets (sound) depending on best convenience for the workers Changeable 
battery 6 – 12 months battery life time,

Antenna 360 degree
Ports Trigger output for alarm
Dimensions
Protection class IP 68 / 65 / 69K
Humidity 5 – 95%
Temperature - 40  -  + 80 °C
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